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About This Game

Get ready for a new era of board games.
In this highly strategic game you need to break the field. The one whose course will collapse the statue - lost!

Artificial intelligence presented in this game-one of the best in the world.
AI adapts to your play style, which makes the game not predictable.

So if you are not a world champion in Field Breaking, you can easily seem cornered.
This Board strategic puzzle game we recommend to children and adults.

Features:

 Supports up to 8 players online.

 Full customization.

 Compete with other players!

 Realistic physics.

 Develop strategic thinking.
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Title: FIELD BREAKING
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Evoluta Studio
Publisher:
Evoluta Studio
Release Date: 3 Jun, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2GHz or higher

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX260

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX®-compatible

English,Russian
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breaking sterile field. field groundbreaking. sally field breaking news. gauge field symmetry breaking. field induced symmetry
breaking. dallas love field breaking news. breaking magnetic field lines. lambeau field breaking news. paul field breaking bread.
breaking ground field of grace. breaking into field and stream safe. field breaking switch. breaking fieldstone. record breaking
field goal. higgs field symmetry breaking. mean field symmetry breaking. roosevelt field mall breaking news. soldier field
breaking news. in the field breaking news. field dressing breaking wild. field goals record breaking. field breaking steam

This game is clearly a prime example of an Early Access title done right; it released in a buggy, nigh on uplayable state, and 2
days later the devs have fixed most if not all issues, plus are very open to incorporating feedback\/requests. It's a shame that no
one else is playing this, as I think it would be quite fun against humans. The AI does leave something to be desired (is currently
bugged at the moment), but it is passable. Also is sparse on the customization options, but I expect that will improve with time.

For any who might be confused, the opbject of the game is to remove hexes from a playing field one space at a time, until the
statue in the center falls. The player that causes it to drop is the loser. As hexes are removed the physics cause the remaining
hexes to weaken, so there is some minor strategy involved.

All in all, I really enjoy this title, and can't wait to see how it progresses in the future!. This is really a amzing strategic game.But
it has a lot of problems.The bigest problem it is most of the languages it is machine translation...It really annoyed me.
Then,let us talk about the game...I think this game it is really creative.And it also have a great space for development.Some
people maybe can't understand how to play this game because of the machine translation...You just have to destory the hexagon
every round,and then make u enemy destory a hexagon which will let the statue fell down.
This game also got some bugs.You probablly lose the game suddenly...I am not very clear about it.
If you is a hardcore strategic player...This probablly it is a good chooce for you.But if you is a casual player,i think you will get
bored soon.
There is no body on the server.If you want to play multiplayer game,you can call you friend to play with you.
Why i don't recommend this game?As i said,the machine translation.. It is what it is. Not a lot of strategy. Essentially just don't
break the ice the video game. Music 2\/5, graphics 1\/5, gameplay, 2\/5
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